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Abstract
Steganography is one of the most important mechanisms to
protect the secret information over communication channels.
Traditional image steganography approaches trend to hide
secret message bit's into image from first pixel and continue
with other pixels sequentially until the last bit of the secret
message. Modern steganography trends to hide the data
randomly in image using differnet intelligent algorithms to
make steganalysis fail. This paper introduces a proposed
image steganography system based on Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) aiming to enhance spatial image
steganography, by hiding data randomly in the cover and
using the same cover many times. The proposal begins with
preparing the image to be suitable for ACO algorithms by
dividing the image into blocks (n*n) pixels to be as graph with
nodes (pixels) and edges (relation between pixels). Then ACO
algorithm is applied on each block; to find the best path
among pixels in the block and depend the optimal pixel to be
used in embed the secret message bits, and continue to all
blocks sequentially until the last bit of secret meassge. To use
the same cover in a second timing proposal suggests hiding
bits of secret message in the second optimal pixel in the
block.

Keywords: Steganography, Ant Colony System, Min-Max
Ant System and Secret Message.

1. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the art of science dealing with hiding
secret data inside image, audio, video or text files [1]. The
word steganography combines the Greek words steganos,
meaning "covered or protected," and Graphic, meaning
"writing” [2]. The benefit of steganography is that the
original secret message does not attract attention to itself
as an object of close examination [3]. Steganography
techniques have been developed in order to achieve the
security. The aim of steganography is to send a secret
message secretly and in undetectable way. It is the art of
invisible communication.
1- Ant system (AS),
2- Ant colony system (ACS),
3- Max-Min ant system (MMAS).
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The similarities between real ants and artificial ants,
which is exploited in ACO include [10]:
1. The use of a colony of cooperate individual to find a
better global solution to the problem/task under
consideration;
2. The use of artificial pheromone trail for stigmergic
interaction;
3. The use of a local move between the nest and food to
find the shortest path.
4. The use of a probabilistic decision policy to move
through adjacent nodes.
Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is essentially
construction algorithm i.e. In each algorithm
iteration every ant constructs a solution to the
problem by travelling on a construction graph [11]:
1. Heuristic Information: measures the heuristic
preference of moving from node ‘r’ to node‘s’. It is
denoted by ηrs and this information is not modified
by the ant during the algorithm run.
2. Pheromone (Artificial) Trail Information; it
measures the learned desirability of the movement.
This information is modified during the algorithm
run depending on the solution found by the ants and
denoted as τrs.

2. Evaluation Parameters
There are two attributes used to measure steganography
techniques, imperceptibility and capacity [12].
1. Imperceptibility stego-image quality; to calculate the
imperceptibility of steganography two metrics are
used. These metrics indicate how similar (or
different) the cover image compared with stego
_Image [13]. This metrics are: PSNR (peak signal to
noise ratio) and MSE (mean square error) are
calculated for all the standard images [14]. Mean
Squared Error (MSE) is computed by performing byte
by byte comparisons of the cover image and stegoimage. The computation can be expressed as follows:
[13].
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where M, N are the number of rows and columns in the
original matrix, fij is the pixel value from cover Image,
and gij is the pixel value from the stego-image. Higher
value of MSE indicates dissimilarity between compared
images. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to
calculate quality between original image and stego_image.
The higher PSNR the better the quality. PSNR is
computed using the following equation [4]:

2. Payload /Hiding Capacity; the capacity is the quantity
of secret data which can be hidden in the digital cover
[15].

3. Proposed Work
Some techniques of steganography such as LSB, are the
traditional methods to embed data from the beginning of
the image; first pixel is taken sequentially until the end of
the image. This traditional method needs some intelligent
algorithms to strengthen them and to become more
resistant and difficult to break by the attackers. One of
artificial intelligent algorithms is ACO. ACO is used to
enhance image steganography this algorithm with
steganography attempts to provide some advantages:
1. Less value of MSE.
2. Value of PSNR is higher.
3. Use the same cover more than once; through a place of
steganography different every time depending on the pixel
higher optimization.
4. More resistance and difficulty in steganalysis.
In this part two algorithms of ACO (ACS and MMAS) are
used. ACS and MMAS use the same technique to hide the
secret message. Results generated from ACS and MMAS
are being compared to know which algorithm produces
low MSE and high PSNR.
The methods used to explore the optimization pixels
depend on ACO algorithms for the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP). In TSP, there are a number of cities and
the goal of using ACO with TSP is to find the shortest
path to reach the goal. In the proposed system, there are
blocks which contain the number of pixels and ACO
algorithms which are used to find a sequence of optimal
pixel within a block through finding the correlation of
colors between pixels. Figure (1 (a and b)) explains how to
employ pixels as TSP.
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Figure 1 (a and b) Employing pixels as TSP
More details to explain figure (1 (a and b)):
1- Blocks are selected from cover image
2- A block contains a sequence of pixels.
3- Source and goal and all tour are selected randomly.
4- Each pixel is visited only once.
5- This operation is used to find the correlations between
pixels and the result of this correlation is finding optimal
pixels.
The following steps are an environment that must be
provided to ACO:
1. Cover image divided into blocks (sequentially) as
shown in figure 2

Figure 2 Cover image divided into blocks
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In the proposed system blocks (2*2) and (5*5) will be
used.
2. Finding the capacity between a cover image with the
number of blocks and the number of secret message
bits ;
Step1: Read secret message and laod cover image
Step2: w= Number of secret message bits
Step3: ww = Cover Image. Width* Cover Image.Hieght
Step4: Capacity= ww / number of pixel within block
Step5: IF capacity > w Then
Exit Function
Else
Load another cover image
End IF
Step6: Return to step3
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that update for the pheromone trail not exceeding
pherMax and not under pherMin.
12. Save the optimization pixels in the output file

3. Embedding secret message bits, there is an approach
to embed secret message bits in cover:
One bit: After dividing the cover image in blocks (n*n),
there are a number of pixels in one block, one bit of the
secret message is embedded in all pixels in blocks.
Example (1) explains this:

Figure (3) explain the general operations of how employ
ACO with steganography:

Suppose the blocks are (2 * 2 ),
Number of pixels =4,
Secret message bit=1, 0, 0, 1

And continue until the end of the secret message bits.
These steps are necessary in step 4.
4. Heuristic measure

: Heuristic measure

is

claculated through finding MSE between original pixels
and pixels after embeding one bit of the secret message as
shown in equation (3):
=

Eq. (3)

5. Number of pixels in one block (n*n): will use number
of blocks (2*2) and (5*5).
6. Number of ants: Ant=3
7. The ants select pixels randomly in each iteration.
8. Number of iterations =5
9. Initial pheromone (Pher) = 0.1
10. Beta and Alpha = 2
11. Pheromone max (pherMax) = 10 and Pheromone min
(pherMin) = 0.01 (pherMax , pherMin for determining the
maximum and minimum values for pheromone trail when
using MMAS). The benefit from pherMax and pherMin
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Figure 3 General operations of how to employ ACO with
steganography
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 explain ACO with Steganography.

Figure 4 General Flowchart explaining ACO with
Steganography
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Figure 5 ACS and MMAS with steganography
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After finding the optimal pixels and using to embed the
secret message bits it provides a large number of pixels,
these pixels are saved in a file. A secret method needs to
protect this file from seganoanalysis, by using DiffieHellman to generate and exchange key between sender
and receiver. Example (2) and figure (6) explain this in
detail.
Example (2): Employ Diffie-Hellman to protect files.
1. Suppose p is a prime number, p=11.
2. a= 2.
3. Xi and Xj = random number between 1 and p-1, Xi= 5
and Xj= 8 (must be kept private).
4. Calculate Yi= (a ^ Xi) mod p and Yj= (a ^ Xj) mod p
which must be kept public.
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In this part the results of the steganography will be
presented using the algorithm ACS and MMAS using
block (2*2) and block (5*5). The selection of best
algorithm of ACS or MMAS depends on generation of
random pixels producing optimal pixels in order to be
used in hiding secret message bits. In the proposed system
use secret message size 79 bytes. Table (1) shows the
images characteristics.
Table 1: images characteristics
Image Number
1

Image Size
800*600

2

512*512

3

409*600

Yi= (2^5) mod 11
Yi= 10
Yj= (2^8) mod 11
Yj= 3
5. Exchange keys between sender and receiver through
Kij= (Yj ^ Xi) mod p, Kji= (Yi ^ Xj) mod p.

4

451*564

5

425*412

6

400*300

7

557*476

Kij= (3^5) mod 11
Kij=1 Sender
Kij= (10^8) mod 11
Kji= 1 Receiver
The sender uses Kij to change (permutation) locations of
pixels, while receiver uses Kji to return to the original
locations for pixels as shown in figure 6.

8

327*324

9

480*270

10

700*525

File Format

JPEG
TIFF
GIF
PNG
JPEG
JPEG
JPEG
PNG
JPEG
JPEG

Table 2 explains the number of pixels which can be
provided if a block (2*2) is used.
Table 2 Capacity in block (2*2)

Figure 6 Exchange of pixel locations between sender and
receiver (Output file)

Image Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Capacity
120000
65536
61350
63591
43775
30000

7
8
9
10

66283
26487
32400
91875

4. Experimental Work
In the proposed system the ACO algorithm is employed
with LSB and the red channel is used to hide bits to
ensure high standards of quality and imperceptible. The
processing system will provide a dataset containing 30
images.
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Table 3 shows the capacity of block (5*5), which has a
higher capacity than block (2*2).
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Table 3 Capacity in block (5*5)
Image Number
Capacity
1

19200

2

10486

3

9816

4

10175

5

7004

6

4800

7

10605

8

4238

9

5184

10

14700
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The case of the using blocks (5*5) gives a large
random in MMAS algorithm (specifying the path
for the ant), and thus will achieve high quality as
well as high security. While ACS achieved a small
random and sometimes similar in some cases, this
may achieve the best quality, but the security is
less than MMAS as shown in figure 8.

The difference between the ACS and MMAS in blocks
(2*2), shows that the ACS achieved better results than the
MMAS in most times and some time became
approximately too close. In fact the number of pixels in
blocks (2*2) is a small number therefore the
randomization between pixels is small and similar to
algorithms as shown in figure 7.

(a) Randomization in MMAS

a) ACS

b)MMAS

(b) Randomization in ACS

Figure 7 MSE and PSNR in ACS and MMAS

Figure 8 Randomization between MMAS and ACS
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Figure 9 explains randomization if blocks (2*2) and (5*5)
are used.

(a) Optimal pixels if block (2*2) is used

Table 6 MMAS with Block (2*2)

(b) Optimal pixels if block(5*5) is used
Figure 9 Optimal pixels in block (2*2) and (5*5)
Table 4 ACS with Block (2*2)
Table 7 MMAS with Block (5*5)

Table 5 ACS with block(5*5)
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Table 8 and figure 10 shows the comparison among ACO
algorithms and traditional LSB and LSB (RGB (Red)).
Experimental work explains ACO algorithms (ACS and
MMAS) is the best in quality and give high security
because depends on blocks and select random pixel which
is optimal to hide secret message bits.
Table 8 Comparison among ACO algorithms and
traditional LSB and LSB (RGB (Red))
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Table 9 and figure 11 shows the similarity between the
cover image and the stego_image. Experimental work
explains LSB (RGB (Red)) gives a high similarity than
LSB because dataset contains red images, high similarity
means high security and more resistance and difficulty in
steganalysis.
Perfect similarity 1and perfect similarity means goo
security. Similarity among LSB(RGB (Red)), ACS and
MMAS sometimes similarities or the differences between
them are few.
Table 9 Similarity among ACO algorithms and traditional
LSB and LSB (RGB (Red))

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

LSB
LSB(RGB(Re
d))
ACS
MMAS
Cover Cover Cover Cover
9
4
7
1

Figure 10 Comparison among ACO algorithms and
traditional LSB
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1
0.995
0.99
0.985
0.98
0.975
0.97
0.965

LSB
LSB(RGB(Red))
ACS
MMAS
Cover Cover Cover Cover
1
2
3
8

Figure 11 Similarity among ACO algorithms and
traditional LSB
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5. Conclusions
This paper presents a new method for steganography
called ACO to enhance image steganography, from
experimental works and result these conclusions are
obtained
1. ACO algorithms are appropriate and are more efficient
for use with steganography, where one of the method LSB
is used to achieve high quality and high security (high
imperceptible) as shown in table (6) and figure (10), but
needs higher capacity of the LSB as shown in table (3)
and (4).
2. Similarity between pixels, LSB algorithm give low
similarity, LSB (RGB(Red)) and ACO algorithms (ACS
and MMAS) gives a high similarity and sometimes the
similarity are equal between them, good similarity means
good security (imperceptible) as shown in table (7) and
figure (11).
3. MMAS algorithm has achieved the highest random of
the ACS, especially after the use of block (5*5). This
randomization achieved high security as well as and get
optimal pixel as shown in figure (8) and (9).
4. Use block (5*5) is better than use of block (2*2) of
random hand and it expands the circle of the discovery of
the optimal pixels as shown in table (6) and (8).
5. ACS algorithm provides a good quality (MSE and
PSNR) than MMAS algorithm, sometimes (MSE and
PSNR) is equal between them as shown in tables (5) (6),
(7) and (8).
6. The number of iterations of the ACO algorithm is equal
to five to achieve a steady solution.
7. The number of ants equal three is efficient because
number of block small.
8. The ACO algorithm provides the possibility of multi
usage cover which uses the same cover more than once; by
using the second optimal pixel is used in the second usage
for hiding. If second optimal pixels to hide the secret
message bits give result less or similar to result when use
of optimal pixels to hide the secret message bits.
9. Output file gives additional security when kept optimal
pixel and change pixels locations as shown in figure (6).
The proposed system provides multi security, security
though finds random optimal pixels and security through
output file.
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